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• Michael Englebright

• National Engineering Manager Woolworths Group 2014 to Present, Michael has over 25 years in Supermarket Retail and has served
an extensive period abroad in Europe and NAM in the development of efficiency improvements in refrigeration, HVAC and Energy 
Management. A key interest and passion has been in the development of natural refrigerants in product development, training, 
application and third world countries adopting natural refrigerants through UNIDO programme.

• CAREL Industries - Global Key Accounts Manager Retail 

• Danfoss - Global Applications Engineering Manager Retail

• Frigrite Refrigeration - Applications Engineer



Our Journey to Natural Refrigerants
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Leading into 2006 the Woolworths supermarket fleet comprised a suit of refrigeration systems of non-
standard technology and employing a number of synthetic ozone depleting refrigerants with high global 
warming potential.



The maintenance implications of continuing to manage the legacy fleet had become a significant 
expense item on Woolworths bottom line and ultimately unsustainable. It should be noted that an 
independent consultant advised that 48% of the business’s total energy consumption was 
attributable to refrigeration (currently Woolworths uses around 1% of the total power taken off the 
national electricity grid).
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Our Journey to Natural Refrigerants

Legislation which was - and is continuing to be - introduced aimed at curtailing the use of synthetic 
ozone depleting refrigerants with high global warming potential was pushing the refrigeration systems
toward end of economic life.
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Our Journey to Natural Refrigerants

• In 2007 Woolworths released the sustainability strategy. One of the aims of the strategy was to reduce the business’s carbon 



Our Strategy
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In light of the above challenges facing the business Woolworths Engineering undertook a review of world’s best practice in re

CO2 refrigerant was identified as a key element of future refrigeration system designs

R134a identified as the refrigerant best suited to the high ambient temperatures 
observed in Australia as well as meeting the environmental and energy objectives 
of the business back in the late 2008

Later part of  2008 saw Woolworths Engineering employing CO2 / R134a cascade systems as standard into
the refurbishment and new store builds. 

+

Key take outs of the full liquid recirculated systems reduced total system primary charge (R507) 90kgs to that of a conventio



Our First CO2 Systems
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CO2 Developments Evolved
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Business As Usual - Model R134a / R744
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Outcomes
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• Between  2006 - 2009 Woolworths launched 6 stores utilising flooded CO2 system for MT fixtures 
and direct expansion CO2 for LT. The high-side system being a minimal charge R134a system.

• Between 2012 - 2014 Woolworths launched 7 small format stores whose LT fixtures featured on-
board CO2 condensing units in cascade with the main R134a plant. This system was developed 
with a view to making LT CO2 systems cost competitive with R404a for smaller format stores.

• By 2016 Woolworths Engineering had delivered +200 supermarkets employing CO2 and R134a 
refrigerants. The design and delivery has been optimised to the point where D&I CAPEX is 
comparable to traditional synthetic systems and operating costs (maintenance and energy) are 
significantly lower.

• Ongoing design initiatives backed by research into world’s best practice, local field trials and 
financially sound capital investments are continually driving down life cycle costs of Woolworths 
refrigeration systems.



Training
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Woolworths through their own internal service and installation business Retail FM are currently deploying a 
Natural refrigerants annual training initiative comprising of an online E Learning platform provided by Danfoss 
Online Learning together with TAFE institutions for hands on experience training.

The training modules will provide a step by step approach in the adoption of CO2 systems and prepare our 
technicians and other service providers in the evolution into advanced natural refrigeration systems such as 
Transcritical systems.



GWP Regulations
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• The European Union aims to reduce the environmental impact of fluorinated gases via "F-Gas 
regulation".

• The first f-gas regulation (2006) focused on reducing emissions mostly by preventing leaks in 
systems and enforcing responsible end-of-life recovery and destruction of these gases.

• An updated F-Gas regulation came into force on 1st January 2015, replacing the 2006 version. 
This version raised the bar significantly…

• Key changes include:
– Product and equipment bans: Restrictions on the placing on the market of refrigeration 

and air conditioning equipment, foams and propellants using f-gases
– Service and maintenance bans: Limits on the use of higher GWP gases, such as R404A 

and R507A, in existing refrigeration equipment from 2020.
– Cap and phase down: Reductions on the placing on the market of F-gases via a cap and 

phase down on the supply of HFCs
– Responsible supply: Restrictions on the sale of f-gases to certified users



GWP Regulations Cont
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• Europe is not alone…
– United States, Canada and Mexico proposed an amendment to the Montreal Protocol to 

reduce production and consumption of HFCs by 85% 
– Japan has three bodies active in this space: Japan Industrial Conference for Ozone Layer 

and Climate Protection (JICOP), the Japan Industrial Conference on Cleaning (JICC), and 
the Industrial Network for Fluorocarbon Recovery Promotion (INFREP)

– India and China are working on proposals

• Australia is an importer of HVAC&R technology and has traditionally followed Europe’s lead. 



Moving Forward - Australia
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• To continue to deliver:

– Environmentally sound refrigeration systems
– Extend the economic life of plant
– Optimise the energy efficiency of the fleet of stores
– Minimise maintenance costs
– Deliver financially sound engineering solutions

Currently Woolworths Engineering specify that all legacy systems adopt the R134a/CO2 cascade
solution. We are now in the final stages of a desk top analysis of landing a Transcritical refrigeration
system into one of our upcoming stores here in Australia. Today you will hear about our first of 

many 
to be realised within the next few months in New Zealand.

This clearly positions Woolworths Group to strive forward with natural systems into the future.  



Woolworths Countdown Realising Transcritical 
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Greg Lewis

Countdown Engineering Manager - 2014 to Present

Countdown/EMS – Senior Field Engineer New Zealand 2008 - 2014

Climatech – Account Manager 2007 – 2008

Climatech – Project Manager/Project Engineer 2003 – 2007

Kooline – Refrigeration Service Engineer 1997 – 2003



Our Journey in Natural Refrigerants
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• 2008 was when Countdown installed its first Co2 Hybrid refrigeration system into Countdown Frazer 
Cove. A Gen 1 Bitzer LT Co2 rack with a Bitzer screw 134a MT side. This was  a decision made 
independently of  Woolworths Australia with a different specification. However the drivers were the 
same and largely driven by the 2007 Woolworths sustainability strategy.



Countdown Fraser Cove
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Our Journey in Natural Refrigerants
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• 2008 was when Countdown installed its first Co2 Hybrid refrigeration system into Countdown Frazer 
Cove. A Gen 1 Bitzer LT Co2 rack with a Bitzer screw 134a MT side. This was  a decision made 
independently of  Woolworths Australia with a different specification. However the drivers were the 
same and largely driven by the 2007 Woolworths sustainability strategy.

• From Frazer Cove on Co2/134a Hybrid systems have been adopted as the standard. Since then the 
system has evolved, with the optimisation of 134a compressors, and the introduction of the WW 
Specification in 2010.

• Fast forward to 2016 Countdown have x47 Hybrid systems with x4 in construction.

• Since 2006 Countdowns physical assets “Shop Space” has increased by 38% yet the companies 
carbon footprint has only risen by 1.8% above 2006 levels.

• With the introduction of other  energy saving initiatives throughout the store kit the average electrical 
profile of the store has reduced by 35%.



Countdown Stratford Bitzer Hybrid
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Countdown Westgate North
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But Change was coming:
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• In 2008 an Emissions trading Scheme was introduced. Although this has had a minimal effect on 
industry to date due to a low unit cost and  one for two surrender. The price is steadily increasing, 
and the one for two surrender wont be in place for ever. Co2 is a non toxic non flammable natural 
Refrigerant and not affected by the current ETS.

• With the events of the 2011 Christchurch earthquake and the  2014 Auckland power cuts, the Co2 
Hybrid systems proved to be temperamental.

• Co2 in the quantities required  can be difficult to obtain at short notice, especially when you have 
multiple sites effected at one time i.e: Power Cuts, Natural event.

• In 2015 the Countdown store Kit underwent a full review. Major changes were implemented in order 
to lower building height , removal of in store mezzanine plant rooms and the introduction of  an 
alternative HVAC system.

• New Zealand  has an ideal climate to take full advantage of Transcritical technology



The Solution 
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• Refrigeration Plant is now to be located outside adjacent to a full store capacity Generator. 
Transcritical pack units are an ideal solution.

• Full advantage of the Heat reclaim capacities will be taken to provide store heating and water 
heating.

• A full standstill high pressure system “60/80/120” has been specified to eliminate the need for 
venting or a backup unit, and will ensure a level of redundancy required when unforeseen event 
occur.

• The Capital cost difference between the current Co2/123a Hybrid system for a 3500 format store is 
cost neutral, however Countdown pay a small premium to have a full high standstill pressure system 
that delivers a level of redundancy required  address the concerns over Power supply, and the 
effects of natural disasters.



Cable Car Lane
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• In 2016 a small metro store located in an existing building on Cable Car Lane Wellington New 
Zealand was approved. The site posed all the challenges of fitting a supermarket into and existing 
high rise building.

• Store Details: - 1200sqm
- LT Load 5.91kW MT Load 73.6kW
- LP MT/LT 60bar
- liquid Line 80bar
- HP 120bar

• A SCM Transcritical Booster system was selected, with Bitzer Compressors and a Danfoss AKPC 
781 plant controller.

• Heat reclaim was not going to be utilised  as the HVAC system was not suitable, Parallel  
compression was also not going to be adopted.



Cable Car Lane SCM Booster
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Cable Car Lane
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Cable Car Lane
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Moving Forward - New Zealand
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• Countdown have committed to the installation of a further 4 x  Transcritical systems

– Countdown Ashburton: Green and Cool 
– Countdown Mosgiel: Green and Cool 
– Countdown Reddings: Yet to be tendered
– FC Alexandra Park: Green and Cool

• Ashburton and Mosgiel will utilise the low grade heat for the HVAC and the high grade heat for the 
Hot water

• Reddings will utilise the parallel compression to provide cooling  for the Dual Path HVAC system. 

• Transcritical will be the way forward for stores in Main centres where there is strong technical 
support . Co2/134a Hybrid systems will still be an option for regions that are remote and are not 
supported well, These areas are few and with time the skill level will catch up.

• The solutions have been opened up to: Green and Cool, SCM, Advancer, Bitzer, Heatcraft



Everything Changes
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